STUDIO - PERSONALIZED GUIDANCE FOR FIBER/TEXTiLE ARTISTS (Ideal for Guilds
and Retreat Groups)
SKILL LEVEL: ALL LEVELS
CLASS SIZE: UP TO 16 STUDENTS
DURATION: 1 - 5 DAYS / 6 - 30 HOURS (tailored to suit various situations)
Due to popular demand and to accommodate guilds and retreat groups “Studio - A Personalized
Guide for Fibre Artists” is a fantastic way to take advantage of Anna Hergert’s knowledge and
willingness to share. Whether you have only one short day or up to five days, each session is
designed to impart information to the group during the early hours, while the rest of the day is
set aside for individual consultations and time to work independently with tutor input.
Anna encourages interested students to bring work in progress and/or sketches of planned work
to achieve maximum learning during these information packed days. Short lectures, hands-on
demonstrations and individual consultations with ample of time to try out new techniques will
make the day pass by in a flash!
Note: This workshop format accommodates a variety of situations and I am flexible to address
specific interest areas for the entire group! Email me with questions and suggestions!
<anna@annahergert.com>
Supply List for “Studio - Personalized Guidance for Fiber Artists”:
- Notebook, pen and pencil
- Work in progress and/or sketches
- Sewing kit, including machine, cutting mat, rotary cutter and ruler
- Fabrics & threads to be used with the work in progress
- Batting and Backing fabrics, if work is not already sandwiched
- Questions for personal feedback opportunities
- Anything you, the participant deems important for this studio session
Organizer needs to provide:
- 1 Table and chair per participants
- White board or flip chart with markers
- One table for presenter’s supplies
- Several design boards (or similar to pin up student’s work)
- Irons and Ironing boards (1 for every 3 - 4 participants)-Fabric and paper scissors, rotary
cutters, rulers and cutting mat
-Sewing Machine in good working order with extra needles, assorted threads and accessories
(free motion foot is a must!)
Organizer needs to supply:
- one table and chair per participant
- 3 ironing surfaces

-easy access to water (classroom close to the washroom will work)
-easy access to out doors for heat distressed samples and techniques
- whiteboard or flip chart with markers

